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Abstract. Much work using argumnentation frameworks treats arguments as en-
tirely abstract, related by a uniform attack relation whichalways succeeds unless
the attacker can itself be defeated. However, this does not seem adequate for le-
gal argumentation. Some proposals have suggested regulating attack relations us-
ing preferences or values on arguments and which filter the attack relation, so that
some attacks fail and so can be removed from the framework. This does not cap-
ture several important context related features of legal reasoning, such as how an
audience can prefer or value an argument, yet be constrainedby precedent or au-
thority not to accept it. Nor does it explain how certain types of attack may not be
allowed in a particular procedural context. For this reason, evaluation of the status
of arguments within a given framework must be allowed to depend not only on the
attack relations along with the preference or value of arguments, but also on the
nature of the attacks and the context in which they are made. We present a means
to represent these features, enabling us to account for a number of factors currently
considered to be beyond the remit of formal argumentation frameworks. We give
three examples of the use of approach: appealing a case, overruling a precedent,
and rehearing of a case as a civil rather than criminal proceeding.
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1. Introduction

Since their introduction in [5] abstract Argumentation Frameworks (AF) have provide a
fruitful tool for the analysis of the acceptability of arguments in the context of a debate
comprising a set of arguments some of which conflict. In an AF,arguments are entirely
abstract and related only by a uniform attack relation. Thisattack relation always suc-
ceeds: an argument that is attacked can be accepted only if anargument can be found to
defeat its attackers. For some applications, however, suchas legal argumentation which
will be the focus of this paper, it is useful to allow attacks to fail. Since a court must
reach a decision, it requires a rational basis for deciding,for example, between a pair of
mutually attacking arguments. For this reason, AFs have been enriched to allow attacks
to succeed or fail depending on properties of the arguments involved as in preference-
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based AF (PAF) of [1] or value-based AF (VAF) of [3]. In effect, the success or failure
of the attack isfilteredby these properties so that unsuccessful attacks may be removed,
and the results of standard AFs applied. While, however, VAFs are able to accommodate
reasoned choice based on legal principles or social purposes, there are other aspects of
legal argumentation, in particular, the notions ofprecedent, precedence, andprocedure
as found injuridical hierarchieswhich are not addressed. Precedent here refers to cases
which are decided by a court at one point and subsequently come under consideration by
another court. Precedence refers to the hierarchical relationships between courts. Finally,
procedure refers to what arguments a court finds admissible relative to some proof stan-
dard. In some contexts, while a court may be sympathetic to anargument, the court can-
not accept it because that court is obligated to follow a previous decision (precedent) or a
decision made by a superior court (precedence). Whether an argument can be considered
also can vary: an argument which can be admitted in civil proceedings may be inadmis-
sible in criminal proceedings, which require a higher standard of proof. The nature of the
appeals process also means that different courts are able tocome to different decisions
on the same set of arguments. Given these observations, we can see that the evaluation of
the status of arguments within a given framework must be allowed to depend not only on
the attack relations, nor only on these together with the intrinsic strength of arguments
relative to an audience, but also on the ways in which attacksmay succeed or fail relative
to the contexts in which the arguments and attacks appear. Inthis paper we will propose
a method for accommodating these features using further extensions to AFs.

A set of cases has previously been represented as an AF in [2] and as a VAF in
[4]. A means of rewriting VAFs by adding certain auxiliary arguments so that both the
object level arguments and arguments expressing preferences between values was given
in [7]. In this paper we will provide interpretations of these auxiliary arguments as well
as constraints and processes on the construction of argument networks; these enable us
to address the contextual issues relating to legal argumentation. It involves the ascription
of additional properties to arguments and additional structure to the argument network.
The properties are then used with respect to the structure todefend arguments against
attackers which are weaker in the appropriate respect. Oncethe unsuccessful attacks have
been removed, we can reduce the structure to an AF. Thus, while our analysis accounts
for additional phenomena and adds additional machinery, itbenefits from the theoretical
results and algorithms which apply to AFs.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains adiscussion of relevant
aspects of the (English) legal system. In particular, we will describe the appeals process,
change of use of precedent, and proof standards. Section 3 introduces the auxiliary argu-
ments and their interpretation. Section 4 discusses how precedents are set with respect
to values in an structured argument network. Section 5 presents the appeals process as a
case moves upwards in the legal hierarchy. In Section 6, we show how we accommodate
change in the law relative to social change. Proof standardsare discussed in Section 7.
We end with Section 8 and observations about opportunities for future work with our
approach.

2. Judicial Contexts

In this section we consider the aspects of the English Legal System and juridical context
which we address in this paper.



2.1. Example 1: Appeals Process

The lowest level of the legal hierarchy is theCrown Court, where trials on indictment
come before a judge and jury. The evidence, legal arguments,and the decision are given
according to the procedures specified for the Crown Court. Inparticular, the Crown Court
is boundby precedents decided by courts higher in the legal hierarchy. The decisions on
points of law made in a Crown Court are not binding on any higher level, nor are they
binding on other judges in another Crown Court, though they are persuasive. We may
refer to aratio decidendias the legal principle on which the decision is based.

The difference betweenbindingandpersuasiveprecedents is important. A binding
precedent is a decided case which a given courtmustfollow in making a decision on the
case before it, though this depends on the similarities between the cases. A persuasive
precedent is one which is not binding, but which can be applied should it not conflict with
a binding precedent and the court which applies the precedent chooses to do so. For our
purposes, we simply assert the status of the precedent. We focus onbindingprecedents.

Cases decided in the Crown Court may be appealed to a higher level Court of Ap-
peals. Cases can be reconsidered on matters of evidence or of law; for matters of law,
there is a claim that the law has been misapplied, the rule of law which was applied is
no longer desirable, or some application of the law was inappropriately missed. In effect,
theratio decidendiof the prior decision is somehow faulty.

At appeal, judges do not retry the case, but hear the evidenceand arguments. The
Court of Appeals can overturn a decision of a Crown Court. While the decisions of
a Court of Appeals are binding on Crown Courts, the decisionsof a higher court are
binding on Courts of Appeals. Moreover, a Court of Appeal is bound by the decision of
another Court of Appeal, with a range of exceptions (cf.Young v Bristol Aeroplane Co
Ltd [1944] KB 718). Typically a case in the Appeal Court is heard by three judges.

A case may be appealed from the Court of Appeal to the highest court – theHouse
of Lords. The evidence and arguments are heard again, before five judges, called Law
Lords. However, the Law Lords who judge the case are not boundby decisions made
at either of the two lower courts. FollowingPractice Statement [1966] 3 All ER 77, the
House of Lords is not even obligated to follow its own previous decisions.2

2.2. Example 2: Change of Use of Precedent

In general it is considered desirable for decisions made in previous cases to be applied in
subsequent cases since this makes for consistency of treatment, a greater certainty as to
what the law is, and stability in the system. This is the motivation for the ways in which
precedents bind decisions as described above. On occasion,however, social changes may
make it desirable that precedents are abandoned. This cannot be done lightly, but it is
essential that it be possible if courts are to be able to adaptto changes in society at
large. A discussion of one such landmark change in connection with a growing desire
to represent the rights of women within marriage is given in [8]. Another example is
provided byMiliangos v George Frank (Textiles) Ltd [1976] AC 443, where the House
of Lords overruled its own previous decision concerning ReUnited Railways [1961] AC
1007and in favor of allowing damages to be awarded in a foreign currency. This was in

2The House of Lords is the highest level in the English Legal System. In the European Legal System, above
it is the European Court of Justice, which we do not consider.



response to a radical change in the exchange rate mechanism that had developed in the
interrum. Prior to 1966, the House of Lords was bound to follow all its prior decisions
under the principle ofstare decisis; however, following thePractice Statement [1966] 3
All ER 77, the House of Lords granted itself the right to depart from its previous decisions
where it seems right to do so.

2.3. Example 3: Differences in Standards of proof

In criminal proceedings a very high standard of proof, oftenexpressed as "beyond rea-
sonable doubt" is required. Depriving a citizen of his liberty is rightly considered a very
serious matter, and a person is presumed innocent until guilt is established. This pre-
sumption is very strong: it should be maintained if there areany reasonable grounds for
doubt. A civil proceedings, however, where the victim seekscompensation, uses a lower
standard of proof, termed "balance of probabilities" or "preponderance of evidence". This
difference means that on the basis of the same facts some arguments which were rejected
as inadmissible by the criminal court will be considered andaccepted by the civil court.
There are a number of examples in fields such as rape and negligence, and perhaps most
notoriously, the OJ Simpson murder case in the US. This is a rather different example of
how the legal context can determine the outcome of a case.

3. Representing Legal Context

We take as our starting point an analysis of a body of case law which identifies the
arguments presented in the cases analysed and the attack relation between them. An
analysis of a set of cases pertaining to wild animals as a Dungian AF can be found in [2].
This framework was turned into a VAF in [4] by associating each of the arguments in the
AF with the values that would be promoted by accepting them. We now need to adapt
this framework by accommodating precedent, precedence, and procedure. We will do so
by considering two fragments of the framework of [4].

First consider two arguments presented in the casePierson v Post. One argument,
PP1, was that possession of a wild animal required bodily seizure, advanced for the sake
of clarity. The other,PP2, was that hot pursuit should be accounted as possession, so
as to encourage hunting for the sake of economic prosperity.Thus we have a pair of
mutually conflicting arguments, each based on a different value.

While the representation of [4] records this as the crucial issue on which the deci-
sion turns, it does not record what the court decided: ratherthe VAF gives two sets of
acceptable arguments, corresponding to the majority and minority opinions inPierson
v Post. In fact, the court decided forPP1, following the majority opinion. This decision
needs to be recorded, which we do by adding another argument that attacksPP2and has
the interpretationPP1 defeated PP2.

Next consider two arguments presented inYoung v Hitchens. YH1was that the court
should find for the defendant because he was in competition with the plaintiff, whileYH2
argued that the competition was unfair. Both of these arguments were based on the value
of promoting economic prosperity. Again the response of thecourt is not recorded in [4].
In fact the court ruledYH2 inadmissible, as it was held that deciding what constituted
unfair competition was beyond the remit of the court. Thus the argument thatYH2 defeats



YH1 is defeated by an argument to the effect thatYH2 is inadmissible. This argument, is
itself attacked byYH2.

Putting these two observations together we can see the attacks of the framework in
[4] as effectively comprising a chain of four arguments. Thesituation is illustrated in
Figure 1.

A1 I1 D1 A2

Figure 1. An Argument Chain

The arguments taken from the original analysis are indicated with A1 and A2, which
we call the A-arguments or theordinary arguments. Whereas in [4] the A-arguments
attacked one another, on our new view, the attack relations between such arguments are
insteadmediatedby intermediary arguments, relating to the possible inadmissibility of
A-arguments and an assertion about which A-argument defeats the other A-argument.
We have thenthree distinct sorts of arguments, which we refer to as A-arguments, I-
arguments, and D-arguments: the attacking argument is anA-argument; an argument that
this argument is inadmissible is anI-argument; an argument that the attacking argument
defeats the attacked argument is aD-argument; and finally the attacked argument is again
anA-argument. We refer to the I and D arguments as theauxiliary arguments since they
are intended to facilitate reasoning about the ordinary arguments. These arguments can
only attack in subsorts of the attack relation:A-argumentsattackI-arguments, the A-to-I
attack;I-argumentsattackD-arguments, the I-to-D attack; andD-argumentsattackA-
arguments(and assuming no argument attacks itself), the D-to-A attack. Such a chain
we call anA-chain, where A-arguments appear at thehead(A1) andtail (A2). We defer
discussion of the success of these attacks until additionalmachinery is introduced.

Assuming the semantics of [5], the preferred extension is {A1,D1}: A1 attacks I1,
where I1 would only hold were A1 not to be admissible; consequently, the attacker of
D1 is defeated, and D1 holds; D1 attacks A2.

We enrich the A-chain bylabelling the A and D arguments. Following [3], we as-
sume that A-arguments are labelled with avalue. We also want to record which of the
arguments of the formA defeats B, the D-arguments, have in fact been endorsed by some
assembly (a more general term than court) and the level of assembly which endorsed
them. For example, inPierson v Post, PP2was endorsed by the lower court, but the de-
cision was overturned by the appeal court which endorsedPP1. Thus we would want
to label the D-argument which representsPP1 defeats PP2with Court of Appeal, and
the D-argument which representsPP2 defeats PP1with Crown Court. The values of A-
arguments and the level of assembly of the D-arguments areintrinsic to the arguments.
In some sense, to which we return below, the D arguments indirectly record thevalue
rankingsof the level of assembly which is used in determining successful attacks. In
general, we label the D-arguments with the assembly in whichthe decision was made.
This shall allow us to represent precedent. Let us suppose the labels in Figure 2. Here
Unadjudicatedrepresents that the attack of A1 on A2 has not been brought before any
assembly.

Let us then assume there is adisagreementabout which A-arguments win; this will
arise where there arecontrary claims by different parties, one party claiming that A1



A1
vj

I1
D1

Unadjudicated
A2
vi

Figure 2. An Argument Chain

should defeat A2 and another that A2 should defeat A1. To represent this, we need, then,
two A-argument chains. Assuming that our disagreement has not yet been brought before
an assembly for adjudication, both D-arguments are labelled with Unadjudicated. We
then have Figure 3, where we have two A-chains, the heads and tails attacking one an-
other. The A-chain constituted of {A1,I1,D1,A2} is called the inverse of {A2,I2,D2,A1}
and vice versa. This structure yields two preferred extensions {A1,D1} and {A2,D2}.
We are now ready to try the case and to resolve this dilemma.

A1
vj

I1
D1

Unadjudicated

A2
vi

I2
D2

Unadjudicated

Figure 3. Mutually Attacking Arguments with Values and Level of Assembly

4. Precedent

At this point, we want to consider how assemblies adjudicatewith respect to A-chains.
We first consider where a previouslyUnadjudicatedattack is decided by an assembly,
establishing aprecedent. We suppose an attack network such as in Figure 2 is brought
before some assembly authorized to adjudicate, meaning that the outcome is disputed
and claimed to be otherwise. Recalling that the attacked argument should be able to
withstand the attack of an attacker if it relates to a more highly prized value, we add value
rankings. Conceptually, these amount to attacks by a value ranking on the D-argument
of an A-chain, for the head defeats the tail only where the D-argument successfully
attacks the tail. This represents the relative priority given to values by the adjudicator. We
associate these rankings with a level of assembly, putting aside for the moment just how
the rankings and level of assembly are determined. Rather than have such value rankings
externalto the argument network as in [3], we introduce an additionalargument sort, the
V-arguments, which are labelled with the value ranking and the level of assembly which
that ranking represents; V-arguments are also auxiliary arguments. In addition, we have
two additional subsorts of attack relations whereV-argumentsattackD-arguments, V-to-
D attacks, and whereV-argumentsattackV-arguments, V-to-V attacks. V-to-V attacks
are not used in this paper, but will be needed to represent additional contextual features.
V-to-D attacks areconstrainedwith V-to-D Constraint One: V-to-D attacks canonlyhold
where the value ranking of the V argument is contra the valuesof the head and tail of



the A-chain of which the D-argument is a part. Intuitively, the value ranking represented
in the V-argument has to represent that argument which woulddefeat the D-argument
given the values of the arguments in the A-chain. This overtly enforces the point that
the tail is at least as highly prized as the head. More specifically, the attack of a V on D
succeeds where D is an element of an A-chain in which the head of the chain does not
have a higher value than the tail of the chain relative to the value ranking of the attacking
V; otherwise, the attack fails.

At this point, let us suppose that the attack structure in Figure 2 is brought before
and decided by aCrown Courtwhich has a value ranking ofvi > vj. We assume that
V1 attacks D1 given our constraint on V-to-D attacks. Furthermore, it is useful later to
assumeV-to-D Constraint Two: that for a given D-argument, there can be only one V-
to-D attack. As a consequence of this attack, weconstruct an inverse A-chain with the
D-argument of that A-chain labelled with the level of assembly and add it to the previous
structure. Thus, the level of assemblystampsits values on the disagreement. Our system
has a series ofsteps, each structure feeding the next. The result is Figure 4. We see how
this is iterated below to represent successive steps in the judicial review process.

A1
vj

I1
D1

Unadjudicated

A2
vi

V1
vi > vj

Crown Court

I2
D2

Crown Court

Figure 4. Structure Decided by an Assembly

While A1 attacks I1, D1 is attacked by V1, so neither I1 nor D1 hold; therefore
A2 can hold. Consequently I2 does not hold (meaning that A2 isadmissible), which
then implies that D2 holds. D2 attacks A1, so it is out. The only preferred extension
is {A2, D2, V1}. Thus, the dilemma of choosing between A1 or A2has been resolved
according to the value preference of an assembly. Notice that the conception of successful
attackvaries with respect to the arguments in the attack relation and their properties: a
successful V-to-D attack depends on the values of the head and tail of the A-argument
chain relative to the value ranking on the V argument.

In this process, a firstprecedenthas been established in the sense that a previously
unadjudicated disagreement has been adjudicated, favouring one A-argument over the
other.

If we consider the structure in Figure 4, we see that we have rewritten an attack
between two arguments grounded on values by interposing twoauxiliary arguments be-
tween them. We have also added a further auxiliary argument,the V argument to attack
the D argument. This is the structure proposed for the resultof rewriting VAFs in [7]
so as to overtly represent attacks on value preferences. Whereas in [7] the auxiliary ar-
guments are abstract, here we have given an interpretation to them, which enables us to
ascribe properties to them and handle issues of judicial context.



5. Appeals and Precedence

We now have the essential structure we need to accommodate iterations of judicial con-
sideration, which reflect the appeals process andprecedenceof one assembly over an-
other in the judicial hierarchy. We can now take the decisionrepresented in Figure 4
and suppose that it is appealed to the next level of the judicial hierarchy. We do this by
relativising the attacks on D arguments with respect to levels of assembly. An earlier
outcome (i.e. preferred extension) can be changed relativeto the values or procedures of
a higher court. For example, inPierson v Post, PP2 was endorsed by the lower court,
but the decision was overturned by the appeal court which endorsedPP1. Thus we la-
bel the D-argument which representsPP1 defeats PP2with Court of Appeal, and the
D-argument which representsPP2 defeats PP1with Crown Court. To represent thelegal
hierarchywhich effects achange in the outcome of the disagreementrelative tofixed
values, werelativise the V-to-D attacks withV-to-D Constraint Three: a V-to-D attack
can only appear where thelevel of the assemblyon the V-argument and D-arguments
abide by the the legal hierarchy. If the legal system requires a strict ordering, then the
assembly label on a V-argument must be strictly higher than the assembly label on the
attacked D-argument; if the legal hierarchy allows them to be equal, then the assembly
labels on V and D can be the same.

Let us iterate the process started in Figure 4. Doing so allows us to preserve the in-
formation about the labels on the decisions as well as represent the hierarchical structure
of the review process. Given our three constraints on V-to-Dattacks, D2 can only be
attacked by a court at the same or higher level and having a value ranking in opposition
to that of the A-chain. Assuming a Court of Appeal with value rankingvj > vi and our
construction of an inverse A-chain, we have the three A-chains in Figure 5. The result is
that the V2 attack on D2 means that A1 isreinstated. While D1, which otherwise would
have defeated A2, is still eliminated by V1, we have a new attack of D3 on A2, which
is associated with theCourt of Appeal. The preferred set of arguments is {A1, D3, V1,
V2}. This says that while the Crown Court had one preference,the Court of Appeals had
the opposite preference, and that the preference of the Court of Appeals took precedence.

It would now be possible to appeal this decision further to the House of Lords, who
would be free to endorse the value preference of either of theLower Courts and so uphold
or overturn the decision. We consider this in the next section.

6. Change in Law

The structure in Figure 5 represents a case which has been resolved. Let us elaborate on
the interpretation of the V-to-D attack. If the D argument represents information about the
level of the court at which it was decided that the head defeats the tail, then a V argument,
which is an attack on this decision, represents the values ofthe assemblyagainstthis
decision. In effect, a V-to-D attack represents theappealsprocess in which the assembly
attempts to impose its values with respect to the previous decision of the A-chain to bring
about a different result. OurV-to-D Constraint Threecaptures this since only higher
level assemblies can attack decisions made by lower level assemblies: Crown Courts
only attack unadjudicated arguments, and V1 has imposed itsvalues on a previously
unadjudicated case by attacking D1; the Court of Appeals uses its values and ranking



A1
vj

I1

I3

D1
Unadjudicated

A2
vi

V1
vi > vj

Crown Court

V2
vj > vi

Court of Appeal
I2

D2
Crown Court

D3
Court of Appeal

Figure 5. Defeat and Value Arguments Labelled with Courts

relative to the legal hierarchy to attack D2, in effect, overturning the decision of the
Crown Court.

The decision now stands as a precedent which must be followedin subsequent sim-
ilar cases. Whatever the value preference endorsed by future Crown and Appeal Courts,
they are required to accept the ruling expressed in Figure 5 since they do not have the
status to allow a V argument to attack D3. Suppose, however, that the inclinations of
the Crown Court were the first stirrings of a social change, and in the course of time
their preference became accepted throughout society. Now acase turning on A1 and A2
will be represented using the same arguments as Figure 5, butnow V2 is endorsed only
because precedent requires this.

At this point an appeal to the House of Lords will find that assembly subscribing
to the preferencevi > vj, which gives us a V-argument, V3, which is labelled for this
preference andHouse of Lords. Following the pattern of other appeals, we introduce into
Figure 5 an additional A-chain A2-I4-D4-A1, where D4 is labelled with House of Lords.
This assemblyis permitted to use V3 to attack D3, and so A2 is defended. As A2 defeats
I4, D4 stands and defeats A1. Thus, the decision by theHouse of Lordsreinstates and
affirms the original decision of the Crown Court. This decision will stand as a precedent
for subsequent cases in which a conflict between A1 and A2 is material, ensuring that
the law is adapted to the changed social climate.

7. Procedures and Proof Standards

Precedent and Precedence made use of the D and V arguments. Inorder to reflect the
different conditions of admissibility under different types of procedure, we make use of
the I arguments. To simplify the discussion, we omit the V-arguments and values on the
A-arguments and leave aside issues related to precedent or precedence.

A-arguments which are admitted into the framework will satisfy a particularproof
standard (PS) with respect to the case under consideration (see [6] and references



therein). For our purposes, we assume four levels of PS, arranged in a hierarchy from
lower to higher.

• Scintilla of Evidence (SE): supported by at least one defensible pro argument.
• Preponderance of Evidence (PE): the strongest defensible pro argument out-

weighs the strongest defensible con argument, if there is one.
• Dialectical Validity (DV): supported by at least one defensible pro argument and

none of the con arguments are defensible.
• Beyond Reasonable Doubt (BRD): supported by at least one defensible pro argu-

ment, all of its pro arguments are defensible and none of the con arguments are
defensible.

Just as we have labelled A-arguments with values, we also label the A-arguments
with the PS they satisfy. These are labels which are assignedwhen the A-arguments ap-
pear in the argument network; we arenot representing the pro and con arguments for
establishing a PS of a given A-argument. As an example, in Figure 6, A1 has PS BRD
while A2 has PS PE. We refer to the PS on A-arguments as the argument’sevidential sta-
tus. However, under different procedures, different PSs are used to determine whether an
argument is admissible under that procedure: in criminal proceedings BRD is required,
whereas PE is enough for civil proceedings. Thus, we are interested to represent the re-
lationship between agiven an evidential status of a particular argumentand the PS in
a particularprocedural context. We therefore represent the procedure under which the
case is being considered by labelling the I arguments in the framework with the mini-
mum level of proof required by the procedureas determined by the assembly in which
the case is being considered. Our assumption is thatwhen an A-chain is brought before
an assembly, just as the D-argument of the new inverse A-chain is labelled for the as-
sembly which makes the decision, the I-argument of that A-chain is labelled for the PS
that the assembly uses in making its decision. In Figure 6, we assume theRequired Proof
Standardis assigned by the procedural context; thus, when the dispute is presented in
a criminal court, the required proof standard is set to BRD, while if presented in a civil
court, it is PE.

We then assume that the A-to-I attack succeeds only where theevidential status
of the A-argument is the same as or higher than the proof standard on the I-argument,
otherwise the A-argument is inadmissible. Where the I-argument fails, the D-argument
can hold (if not attacked by a V-argument). If the A-to-I attack fails, the I-argument holds,
and it successfully attacks D-argument. In other words, though the head of the chain may
have otherwise successfully attacked the tail, the head failed to meet the requisite proof
standard, so the attack fails.

For example, in Figure 6, let us assume a criminal case, requiring the PS BRD on
I1 and I2. We can start with the A-chain A1-I1-D1-A2. Note that we leave D1 to be
Unadjudicated, which represents that the assemblyhas not made a decision since this is
solely a procedural matter. As the evidential status of A1 is the same as that on I1, I1
is defeated, so D1 survives and successfully attacks A2. In turn, note that in the A-chain
A2-I2-D2-A1, A2 cannot successfully attack I2, because theevidential status of A2 does
not pass the PS on I2. A2 isinadmissible, and I2 survives, defeating D2. Thus, A1 is not
defeated by D2, and the preferred extension is {A1}. Alternatively, consider where the
dispute is convened under a civil procedure. The required PSchanges to PE, so both I1
and I2 are labelled with PE. Again, if we start with A1, it defeats I1, so again D1 survives



and attacks A2. However, now, A2 has a sufficient evidential status to meet the PS, so is
admissible. Therefore, I2 is defeated, and D2 holds, attacking A1, which is defeated. I1
is reinstated and defeats D1, so A2 survives attack, and the preferred extension is {A2}.
By the same token, if we start with A2, the preferred extension is {A1}. We see that as
the proof standards change with respect to procedural context, so changes the outcome
of the argument attacks. In this latter case, the dilemma would be adjudicated according
to the value preference of the assembly relative to the values on the A-arguments.

A1
BRD

I1
Required Proof Standard

D1
Unadjudicated

A2
PE

I2
Required Proof Standard

D2
Unadjudicated

Figure 6. Standards of Proof

8. Discussion

In this paper we have presented an approach to handling notions of judicial context in
argumentation frameworks. Our approach introduces auxiliary arguments with properties
in a structured argument network, so that we are able to explicitly express decisions for
argument defeat and admissibility relative to the assembly. Furthermore, by labelling the
decisions and restricting attacks on D-arguments, we are able to account for precedence
relations and change of law.

We have illustrated our approach with three examples: appeals and social change
which show precedent and precedence, and a change in the nature of proceedings which
illustrates variable admissibility. In every case, however, we have restricted ourselves to
a single conflict between a pair of arguments. To move to a morecomplete treatment of
all aspects of judicial context we need to explore the following issues.

• Work such as [4] has represented not a single pair of conflicting arguments, but
the complete array of arguments that have been presented in adomain and the
relations between them. These arguments may have been produced in different
cases and in different contexts. We will explore how our approach can be used
to represent such abodyof case law, by merging particular conflicts into cases,
and cases into the corpus of decisions. This has two aspects:representing the
evolution of this body of law through a series of cases, and recording the current
state of thinking on the topic.

• The Court of Appeals uses three judges, the House of Lords five, and the US
Supreme Court nine. Multiple judges means that the individuals composing the
tribunal may have different value preferences which are then composed into ma-
jority and minority blocs, the majority decision being the decision of the court.
We would propose to address this by labelling the V argumentswith the number



of tribunal members endorsing the corresponding preference, so that the V argu-
ment with the greater support can succeed. Here we need V-to-V attacks. This
will also permit the representation of majority and minority opinions. Minority
opinions have importance as they provide arguments which may be adopted as
the social climate changes.

• In our representation, failure to meet the required PS is theonly source of inad-
missibility. This may not always be so. For example, while anillegally conducted
search may provide evidence that supports an argument to thehighest standard of
proof, it cannot be admitted because of the impropriety in the way the evidence
was obtained. This may require us to further articulate the A-to-I attacks with
auxiliary arguments, so that the I argument can be protectedagainst the attack of
the A argument. Similarly, if we wished to allow discussion as to which values
should be preferred, the V-to-V attacks would also require auxiliary arguments.

• While our representation of judicial appeal builds a network of arguments without
erasing labels as in Figure 5, thecertiorari procedure allows a previous decision
to be quashed and returned to an assembly for reconsideration.

• We should incorporate into the analysisburden of proof[6], which relates partic-
ipants in legal contexts to the argument network.

• Auxiliary arguments, suitably labelled and in the appropriate structures and rela-
tions, could be used to representargument schemesandcritical questions[9].

These are just several of the opportunities for future work in representing judicial context.
The topic is a rich one and has thus far remained beyond the reach of representation
in AFs. The approach here, we believe, offers great potential to provide a well-founded
representation of arguments in legal case law, and which also has promise for other areas
where contextual issues are crucial in determining the status of arguments.
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